
Dimensions (Estimated) : [Non-reclined position<foot-rest stored>]

W75xD124xH121(cm)

: [Reclined position<foot-rest reclined>]

W75xD201xH78(cm)

Weight (Estimated) :81 kg

Rated Time :30 minutes

Power Source :AC100V (50/60Hz)

Power Consumption :110W

※Designs and specifications are each subject to change without notice.

※Actual products may differ slightly in size, colour, and shape from the representations of this catalog.

New Model CYBER-RELAX EC-3700

Specification
(Estimated)

EC-3700CS(Beige)

Scheduled availability: February 2009

              ※Designs and specifications are each subject to change without notice

EC-3700BK(Black)

By integrating the shoulder and arm parts into the seat itself, we have
simplified and completely transformed the stiff image potrayed by the robotic
and mechanical style of older model.  The result is a designer chair with a
softer image designed to naturally blend in with any living room.

Experience a complete and comprehensive air
massage with the 'Total Body Stretch' feature
together with the waist twist massage（twist and
cross）、foot massage with double stretch
feature、and the new shoulder and arm massage
to knead the entire arm.

BK(Black)

【New Feature】Total Body Stretch 【New Feature】Twist Massage

<Proprietary Feature> Total Arm Massage 【New Feature】Perfect Fit Footrest

【New Feature】Sole Pressure Balls

New Display Remote Control

A twist massage
is realised by
simultaneously
enlarging the
hip/waist
airbags on one
side, or by
simultaneously
enlarging them
in a diagonal
line.

The shoulder airbags
sandwich and hold the
area around the
shoulders, while the calf
airbags grip and stretch
the calves. The knead
balls then roll the waist,
creating a 'total body
stretch' experience.

By simultaneously
operating the arm and
shoulder massage, a
total arm air massage
can be realised,
kneading and relieving
fatigue of the arm.

<Proprietary Feature> New Shoulder
Massage

In concert with airbags
located in the seat backs,
we have been able to
simulate the massaging of
the large area around the
shoulders.

A 2 step slide
mechanism ensures a
massage in a
comfortable position
even for people of
large build.

The sole pressure
balls stimulate and
massage the toe
joints and the arch of
the foot.

The user interface
has been further
improved by using
larger characters
and icons for added
user friendliness.

■Open Price

CS  (Beige)


